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Did you ever wonder where 
the term “Urban Forestry” 

came from? It was coined by 
University of Toronto Professor of 
Forestry Erik Jorgensen in 1962. 

Toronto’s trees were being deci-
mated by Dutch elm disease (as 
were trees in many municipali-
ties in North America). Professor 
Jorgensen used the term “Urban 
Forestry” to emphasize the value 
of trees in the urban environ-

ment as well as the need for a mixture of tree species 
to be planted to replace the dominant diseased elms. 
He spoke to many arboriculture/forestry groups and 
students concerning the need for better management 
of the urban forest. This resulted in the formation of the 
Ontario Shade Tree Council, of which Jorgensen became 
president. He also founded the Shade Tree Research Lab at 
the University of Toronto to study Dutch elm disease and 
other urban forest diseases and insect pests. 

I studied for my Masters Degree in Urban Forestry under 
the supervision of Professor Jorgensen in the early 70s. I 
was only the second Urban Forestry graduate in Canada and 
the first to work at the municipal level—as the first urban 
forester for the City of Windsor, Ontario. Since then, Urban 
Forestry has come a long way in Canada. On page six of this 
issue is an article on Urban Forestry in Thunder Bay, Ontario. 

On behalf of SMA, I attended the Ontario Professional 
Foresters Association conference held at the end of 
April. Urban Forestry was a major focus and as a result, 
a motion was passed to reactivate the Urban Forestry 
Committee to partner with the Ontario Chapter of ISA 
and other interested parties to move the field forward. 

Urban Forestry is further gaining momentum as evi-
denced by the many departments and divisions across 
North America that now include “Urban Forestry” in their 
titles. In addition, other professions are recognizing and 
adapting to Urban Forestry as the term that best describes 
our multi-disciplinary profession. I believe that it is now 
becoming more urgent for SMA members to consider 
whether our own organization’s name is the best choice 
in these fast-paced, changing times. There would be obvi-
ous pros and cons to changing our name, and now is the 
time for members to consider the costs and benefits of 
doing so. Please share your thoughts on the subject with 
me, other members of the Board, or on the SMA Listserve 
within the next few weeks. We want to hear from you. 
Thank you.

What is your job anyway? 
Regardless of your job 

title, if you are involved in 
municipal arboriculture/urban 
forestry, there are things you 
should be doing that may not 
be part of your “official” job 
duties. First and foremost, you 
should be investing in your 
own knowledge and training 
by attending conferences and 

workshops, attaining certification, reading articles 
and books on new developments, and interacting 
with your peers and colleagues.

In addition to investing in your own growth and 
development, you should be involved in promoting 
your profession. Joining professional associations is 
the first step, but only the first step. This is an arena 
where your involvement can have a direct impact 
on policy and funding. While you may be a voice  
of one in your own community, SMA gives you a 
voice in a very large choir of professionals around 
the world.

Is it your job to develop a message for your profes-
sion, to carry it to policy makers and funders, and 
to ensure politicians understand why our message 
is vitally important to communities everywhere? Of 
course it is. If you don’t do it, who will? Health care 
and homeland security are quickly taking attention 
and dollars from other issues. The good news is that 
trees have an important role to play in both health 
and safety. What an opportunity for the professional 
associations in urban forestry!

As you go through your workday, think about doing 
some of these important but often overlooked job 
duties, the things that create leaders in urban for-
estry. Read an article, e-mail a colleague, register for 
a conference, call a congressman. Lead from the seat 
where you sit. You can carry the professional voice 
of municipal forestry. Who knows it better than 
you? Besides, it’s your job.

President’s Message Executive Director’s Message

Lloyd Burridge Jerri J. LaHaie
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Tell us a few things about Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Shelley Vescio: Thunder Bay (pop: 109,000) is an isolated com-
munity on the north shore of Lake Superior. We are an eight-hour 
drive from Winnipeg, Manitoba and a three-hour drive north 
from Duluth, Minnesota. The major industries here are forestry, 
tourism, Lakehead University (including its medical school), and 
Confederation College. Thunder Bay has beautiful parks with 
sailing, fishing, kayaking, canoeing, rock climbing, camping... the 
forest is five minutes out of town.

Tell us about your connection to Thunder Bay, your educa-
tional background, and how you got into urban forestry.
SV: I grew up in Thunder Bay and have lived here for all but ten 
years, when I lived in New Brunswick and Manitoba. In 1980 I got 
a diploma in Forest Technology from Lakehead University, and 
in 1985 I got a Bachelor of Science in Forestry degree from the 
University of New Brunswick. In Manitoba I worked in forest health 
and entomology. When my husband was offered a job in Thunder 
Bay, I jumped at the chance to move back and be near family. I 
earned a Master in Science in Forestry degree from Lakehead but, 

fearing that there wouldn’t be jobs in forestry, I also got a Bachelor 
of Education degree.

I ended up using all my degrees when I was hired by Buchanan 
Lumber Sales to create a forestry curriculum for grade schools. 
That was a great job. Then in 1995 I was hired by the City to consult 
part-time on the urban forest. How this position came about is 
because my boss, Don Vezina, met Dr. Alex Shigo at a conference 
and discussed urban forestry over a beer. Dr. Shigo really turned 
Don on to trees, and Don came home with the conviction that 
Thunder Bay needed an urban forestry program.

In 2001, my job with the City went from part to full time, a result of 
community support for the position. The community also saved the 
position when budget cuts loomed that same year. People appreci-
ated having someone to answer their questions and concerns about 
trees, and I’d done a lot of door-to-door education as well as public 
presentations and workshops. Six years of forest tent caterpillars 
also helped raise awareness, because people were concerned and 
calling in. My degree in education comes in handy in that I’m good at 
explaining concepts in a way that people can understand.

Forest Within a Forest
Thunder Bay, Ontario & City Forester Shelley Vescio
Photos Courtesy of the City of Thunder Bay
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continued…

What’s your departmental relationship with City Hall like?
SV: I respond to Council enquires and give presentations explain-
ing the benefits of trees. The Manager of Parks Division is respon-
sible for answering urban forestry questions, but frequently I’m 
called upon at Council to assist in answering questions. City 
Council is generally supportive of what we’re trying to do here.

I recently rewrote Thunder Bay’s Public Tree By-law (tree ordinance) 
and brought it into the modern era. I spent one year looking at city 
tree by-laws from around Canada and the U.S. to cull out what would 
work for Thunder Bay. Then it was a two-year process of writing, 
rewriting and getting public, interdepartmental and Council input. 
The first version didn’t pass through Council, and the second ver-
sion—while not everything I wanted—was passed into law. It took 
many years to sufficiently raise public awareness about the impor-
tance of protecting the urban forest so that a more stringent by-law 
could be passed. First the public had to accept that a new rigorous 
by-law was necessary before City Councillors could support it.

The media here has been a great ally in helping us educate the 
public. It’s a relatively small community; if I put out a public service 
announcement, the papers and radio frequently make a story out 
of it. For instance, when we had one particularly dry summer, they 
called me and did a story that served to remind folks to water. Or if 
we need to take down a certain tree, the media will do a story that 
educates people about hazards. I work with the media to keep 
local citizens informed of significant trees that I have to remove or 
to get messages out that I think are important.

What urban forestry challenges do you have that are unique 
to Thunder Bay?
SV: Because we’re surrounded by forest, there is a prevalent atti-
tude that we have plenty of trees, and “Why should we concern 
ourselves with the ones that are in the city?” I had to raise aware-
ness about the value of urban trees outside of board feet or pulp. 

Forester and Trees Thunder Bay President Vince Rutter teach-
es a pruning course to Thunder Bay staff.

Thunder Bay, Ontario is home to 109,000 people and 20,000 
street trees.
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This has happened gradually over the years. Since 2000, I have 
really been selling the urban forest as part of the city’s infrastruc-
ture, and putting a dollar value on our resource (Can$16 million) 
has helped turned attitudes around. I have a presentation called 
“Urban Forest: Valuable Municipal Infrastructure” that I’ve given 
many times.

Another challenge is that we have few growers in Thunder Bay, 
so I must source the majority of my trees from western Canada. 
I’m very concerned about parent sources of the stock and making 
sure they are hardy to northwestern Ontario. I hope to encour-
age local propagation so I can ensure hardy trees for our climate 
(Canadian Department of Agriculture Zone 3).

You are Thunder Bay’s first urban forester. What accom-
plishments are you proud of?
SV: In addition to work on changing attitudes, the Public Tree By-
law and the good relationship with the citizenry and City Council, 
I’m proud of the great working relationship we have with Thunder 
Bay Hydro. Used to be they’d just “top it and run,” but they have 
been willing to change. They now hire utility arborists that care 
about proper pruning, and we cost-share the work. I’ve seen a real 
evolution of attitude on their part.

In terms of other departments in the City, I have worked hard to 
develop good relationships all around. I sit on the Public Utilities 
Coordinating Committee, which has come to respect urban trees 
as city infrastructure. With regard to Sewer and Water, where trees 
were once routinely taken down in the event of conflict, it’s now 
the last resort. We provide a VapoRooter chemical treatment that 
can inhibit root growth for a period of three to five years. That tem-
porary solution will eventually be replaced by a new lateral sewer-
lining system that the City is testing out this year. Now, trees close 

to sewers only come down 
when there are no alterna-
tives to excavation, not just 
because of backups.

Because we now have a 2:1 
replacement requirement 
for engineering projects that 
require tree removals, the 
engineering department 
has become more creative 
to avoid removals at their 
expense. Our new city man-
ager made the 2:1 require-
ment corporate practice.

Thunder Bay’s Urban Forest 
Advisory Committee (eight 
citizens, six staff) has been 
operating effectively since 
1996. The committee currently includes foresters, a logger, envi-
ronmental managers, and a landscape designer.

What about non-profit groups?
SV: Trees Thunder Bay (TTB) is our nonprofit affiliate; it started 
in 2000 with 90 people attending an informational meeting; now 
there are 900 members! TTB does public education, writes col-
umns for the paper, and helps orchestrate tree-planting projects. 
TTB has come up with an innovative Tree Stewardship Program 
that is meant to counter dwindling funding, since our city is declin-
ing in numbers. As industry leaves and our tax base erodes, we 
will need this program.

Neighbourhood members helped plant County Boulevard in a joint venture 
between the City and Trees Thunder Bay, the nonprofit group with whom Vescio 
works closely.
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Currently, if homeowners request trees to be planted on the boule-
vard, they face a two-year waiting period. The idea behind the Tree 
Stewardship Program is this: if homeowners don’t want to wait 
and are willing to contribute money, they can provide one-third 
the cost of tree planting, the city will pick up one-third, and spon-
sors (businesses and private donors) will pick up the last third. We 
figure it’s about Can$350 for each two-inch-caliper tree to cover 
the cost of material and planting. Homeowners will take responsi-
bility for watering. The president of TTB, Vince Rutter, and I wrote 
a successful proposal which won a Can$10,000 Green Streets 
Canada award that will go toward a coordinator position for the 
Stewardship Program. This program will also provide a necessary 
avenue for donations from individuals who want to contribute to 
urban forestry in general in Thunder Bay.

Anything else you wanted to be sure to mention?
SV: The 2006 ISA Tour des Trees starts out from Thunder Bay on  
July 23!   

Shelley Vescio, City Forester

Thunder Bay, Ontario Parks Division

Victoriaville Civic Centre

111 Syndicate Avenue South

Thunder Bay ON P7E 6S4

(807) 625-2473

svescio@thunderbay.ca

www.thunderbay.ca

Vescio teaches urban forestry students to 
use the Resistograph to check for decay. 

This American elm (Ulmus americana) 
on Simpson Street is a source of pride 
for the City.
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Maintenance of trees growing within the public right-of-way of 
dedicated streets within a municipality is a topic of concern to 
many communities from many perspectives. Trees lining our 
city streets help improve property values, attract residents and 
shoppers, serve as traffic-calming devices, and provide multiple 
environmental benefits. Underlying these benefits of street tree 
management is public safety.

A city has a duty to keep its streets safe, and if left unmanaged, 
the street tree component of a city’s urban forest can potentially 
expose a municipality to liability for damage to property or injury 
to people. Trees located in tree lawns between the sidewalk and 
the curb, or along streets without sidewalks or curbs, are standing 
on property owned or controlled by the municipality. The public 
body should evaluate the policy considerations of maintaining 
and caring for trees using the same process it uses to approach 
other municipal infrastructure—including streets, sidewalks, sew-
ers, and utilities.

Most municipal tree ordinances provide for the maintenance of 
street trees by: 1) maintenance performed by the city, either by 
staff or contract workers, or 2) maintenance required to be per-
formed by the adjacent property owner and enforced by the city. 
Each option has unique advantages and disadvantages. Larger 
cities generally maintain their own street trees, while smaller cities 

with limited staff find the latter option the most financially viable 
alternative. Either way, there is a legal and liability facet to street 
tree maintenance that cities must carefully consider during an 
urban forestry planning effort.

Risk and Liability of City Maintenance
Cities that prune street trees as a matter of city service (like clean-
ing streets or repairing potholes) do so at an annual cost to the 
city. When the city takes full responsibility for such maintenance, 
street trees may be pruned in response to citizen complaints and 
hazardous situations, or on a systematic cycle, using city employ-
ees or contracted tree crews. Regardless of the funding mecha-
nism, the expenditure of funds to maintain a safe right-of-way 
is a sound investment when compared to the potential liability 
inherent in leaving street trees unmanaged.

For cities that fund their own tree maintenance, tree risk man-
agement is chiefly a matter of consistency and documentation. 
Pruning according to ANSI standards, consistent monitoring to 
identify problems, and documenting tree operations are key 
components of reducing risk. Maintaining the appropriate data, 
establishing and reviewing a management plan and policy, and 
consistently applying the plan and policy are also integral to man-
aging risk.

Street Tree Maintenance: City Service or Homeowner Responsibility?
by Paul Ries, Oregon Department of Forestry, and Joan Kelsey, City Attorney for Lincoln City, Oregon • Photos by Paul Ries

Inspecting street trees on a regular basis is one way cities help reduce the likelihood of tree-related lawsuits.

continued…



What is The No. 1 Reason
Trees Die in Their First Year?

        …improper watering!

Move over TreeGator®
There’s a new bag in town!

introducing the:

Ooze Tube®
Professional Tree Establishment System

• Holds more water than other bags!

• Precision irrigation acclimates 
trees faster

• Irrigates for 3 full weeks

• Cuts watering labor by TWO THIRDS!

SPECIAL

Introductory 

Offer!

Call us today at: (770) 924-4191
and ask about the special  
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Engineered Watering Solutions, Atlanta, Georgia
www.engineeredwatering.com

SPECIAL

Introductory 

Offer!

Available in tan (shown) or dark chocolate

TreeGator® is a registered trademark of Kimberthy Turf Farms, Inc. and is used here only for identifi cation purposes.

Work Smarter…Not Harder!
Although the Ooze Tube does cost signifi -
cantly less, it is not a cheap TreeGator® 
knockoff . With just one try, you’ll see why 
Ooze Tube technology is rapidly vectoring 
out of its home in the Southeast; where 
it has been fi eld proven on over 10,000 
trees. From the sugar sands of Florida, to 
the heavy clays of Georgia, nothing else 
performs like an Ooze Tube.
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…continued

Most cities struggle to systematically care for street and park 
trees by establishing a rotating pruning cycle anywhere from four 
to twenty years, depending on municipal needs and budgetary 
constraints. In cities that have adopted a policy of an established 
pruning cycle, a property owner may obtain a permit for pruning 
or fertilizing a street tree at the owner’s expense. The city will 
customarily approve such a permit with the requirement that 
the property owner hire a licensed arborist and prune to the 
standards adopted by the city. Use of pruning cycles and pruning 
permits are components that demonstrate a city is taking a proac-
tive approach to managing hazard tree risk.

Risk and Liability of Property Owner Maintenance
Many smaller cities adopt ordinances placing the street tree 
maintenance responsibility upon the owner of the property abut-
ting the street, reducing the city’s responsibility. This method 
often results in sporadic or improper maintenance if the city lacks 
means of enforcement. While an ordinance may shift responsibil-
ity for tree maintenance from the city to an individual property 
owner, the city is still responsible for protecting the public travel-
ing in the right-of-way.

In a properly managed program in which the adjacent property 
owner has maintenance responsibility, the city forester identifies 
which street trees need pruning and then notifies the property 
owner either on a systematic or individual basis. The owner must 
then contract with a private tree service to perform the work 
according to tree care standards adopted by the city. Cities will 
often license tree service companies in order to avoid having 
street trees topped or pruned improperly.

Perhaps the greatest problem with relying on property owners to 
maintain trees is inconsistency of tree care. Many communities 
neglect to properly enforce tree care standards, often paying the 
price when a storm strikes and falling tree limbs result in personal 
injury or property damage.

A Closer Look at the Issue of Liability
The issue of liability with regard to street trees is a concern to 
every community. Hazards resulting from inaction by the city may 
lead to costly lawsuits. Many communities find that a tree mainte-
nance program is the best defense against lawsuits, because the 
cost of the program is less than the cost of paying damage awards 
or increased insurance premiums. In many cases, the court has 
held that a municipality is liable for damage caused by falling tree 
limbs from trees abutting a street or highway if the municipal-
ity had noticed—or should have noticed—that the tree posed a 
threat. However, a city with a maintenance program should be 
able to defend its actions under the shield of “discretionary immu-
nity” in a negligence case (see sidebar). A municipality would be 
liable only if it fails to live up to the “reasonable person” standard 
commonly used in determining liability in negligence cases, if 
it deliberately ignored a known hazard, or if it failed to review 

the program as a policy matter in determining whether or not to 
include the program in its annual budget.

Although the costs of maintenance may be cheaper when 
assigned to the property owner, the liabilities are basically the 
same, although the risk of liability is greater if the city fails to 
enforce proper pruning standards. Abandoning all control over 
street trees can result in topped or improperly pruned trees that 
pose a greater risk of failure and thus increased liability.

Whether or not cities have responsibility for tree maintenance 
operations, a tree inventory and tree risk management policy are 
essential to making sure liability concerns are addressed. Most 
state urban forestry programs can assist cities in developing and 
funding tree risk management plans and policies. An important 
management tool for urban forest maintenance is a street tree 
inventory, which can provide a glimpse at the overall health of a 
city’s urban forest as well as identify current maintenance needs 
and potential liabilities. An up-to-date and useable tree inventory 
is critical for providing the documentation that shows a city is 
operating in a reasonable and professional manner when it comes 
to tree management.

Funding street tree maintenance isn’t the most glamorous activity 
in an urban forestry program. Maintaining urban trees in a healthy 
condition, although equally important as planting, often takes 
a back seat in both funding and public recognition. Yet it is the 
maintenance of mature trees that is often more of a concern from 
a liability and a livability standpoint. The removal of a 100-year-old 
oak or maple that shaded three or four houses on a street is much 
more likely to make an impact on a neighborhood than the plant-
ing of a two-inch caliper, eight-foot-tall tree of the same species. 
Planting trees can prove to be an exercise in futility if the city does 
not adequately maintain existing trees.

In this era of ever-declining municipal budgets, funding for street 
trees may be looked at as a luxury, when in reality it is much more 
cost-effective than the alternatives: costly cleanups after storms, 
defending liability claims, and paying increased insurance costs. 

Allowing homeowners to prune street trees without adher-
ence to proper standards could increase a city’s liability.



The old adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” 
couldn’t be truer when it comes to reducing a city’s risk and liabil-
ity for the trees within its public rights-of-way.   

  
Understanding “Discretionary Immunity”

Historically, public bodies have been immune to liability 
under the doctrine of sovereign immunity (“the king can 
do no wrong”). Many states have waived this immunity 
by adopting a tort claims act that provides a means for 
bringing certain types of claims against a public body 
while retaining some immunity. For example, Oregon’s Tort 
Claims Act contains immunity for any claim “based upon 
the performance of or the failure to exercise or perform a 
discretionary function or duty, whether or not the discretion 
is abused.” (ORS 30.265(c).) Other states and provinces 
may have similar language. In order to assert the immunity 
defense, there must be evidence showing the public body 
actually considered alternatives or exercised judgment 
in making a policy decision. When tree maintenance pro-
grams are evaluated at this policy level of government, they 
are typically immune from liability. However, there may still 
be potential liability if the city fails to implement or perform 
established maintenance programs.

 
Paul D. Ries

Urban & Community Forestry Program Manager

Oregon Department of Forestry

2600 State Street, Salem, OR 97310

(503) 945-7391

pries@odf.state.or.us

www.odf.state.or.us/UCF

Tree maintenance workloads can be impacted by site selec-
tion and planting techniques. This tree died because of poor 
root zone management before and during planting.
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The times they are a-changin’. So sang Bob Dylan some decades 
ago at about the same time I performed my first street tree inven-
tory. Unfortunately, there were not many products available back 
then designed to assist me with an inventory. I was able to find 
a computer programmer who was willing to write an inventory 
program on dBASE III, but the results were bad, and the whole 
episode turned out to be a huge exercise in frustration.

In the succeeding decades, we’ve seen the arrival of computer 
programs and hardware that have allowed us to become much 
more proficient in data collection and analysis. And in the last 
several years we’ve have seen the development of a new grouping 
of software programs called i-Tree. Developed jointly by the U.S. 
Forest Service and the Davey Resource Group, with assistance 
from the National Arbor Day Foundation, i-Tree is composed of:

1. MCTI (Mobile Community Tree Inventory)

2. STRATUM (Street Tree Resource Analysis Tool for 
Urban Forest Managers)

3. Storm Damage Assessment Protocol Tool

4. UFORE (Urban Forests Effects Model)

These programs are designed to meet the needs of all sizes of 
communities, state forestry agencies, and even non-profit institu-
tions. They can be used as stand-alone programs or combined. 
The reports generated help urban foresters evaluate and better 
manage their forest resources and allow tree advocates to quanti-
fy the value and benefits of urban trees and forests. These reports 
are truly awesome in their depth and scope!

The i-Tree tools also allow city foresters to make reliable estimates of tree 
damage and debris, with an easy way to calculate and report associated 
costs. Anybody who has ever dealt with FEMA can appreciate this.

SMA Executive Director Jerri LaHaie and I, along with twenty oth-
ers, attended the first-ever i-Tree regional workshop at Clemson 
University in South Carolina on March 21-22. We were treated to 
two extraordinary days of presentations by the i-Tree developers.

 

i-Tree: Helping Us See the Larger Picture
by Gene Hyde, City Forester, Chattanooga, Tennessee

continued…

Don Ham (right; Principal/Urban Forester, The Laurus Group, LLC), Ellen Vincent (left; Environmental Landscape Specialist, 
Clemson University), and Jim Jenkins (center; Davey Resource Group) practice STRATUM field data collection with PDAs.
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Jerry Bond (Davey Resource Group) walks workshop partici-
pants through UFORE field data collection procedures.

Dave Bloniarz (U.S. Forest Service) instructs Mary Ray 
(Horticulturist, City of Prattville, Alabama) and Brendon 
Barclay (Executive Director, Sustaining Urban Villages Inc.) on 
Storm Damage Assessment Protocol inventory techniques.
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…continued

Leslie Chadwell (Urban Forestry Specialist, North Carolina 
Division of Forest Resources) and Lois Edwards (Regional 
Urban Forestry Coordinator, South Carolina Forestry 
Commission) navigate an i-Tree PDA utility.

I left the workshop impressed by the huge potential of these 
programs to assist community foresters in not only managing a 
resource, but also in reaching out to colleagues in sister agencies 
as well as elected officials.

And here is where “Gene’s Epiphany” comes into play. For years 
I’ve preached to my fellow city foresters the importance of making 
connections with other agencies. At some point in the struggle to 
plant, prune, and remove the trees under my care, I realized that 
there is a larger picture. Urban trees play a huge role for our sister 
agencies handling stormwater management, air pollution, and 
regional planning. All of these groups use trees in some way or 
another to solve the problems of society, and in my opinion, trees 
are the threads that link us all together. The results of i-Tree analy-
ses will facilitate our work with these agencies as they struggle for 
solutions. What could be more powerful than that?

There will be several more i-Tree regional workshops around the 
country in the next year. I urge all urban forest managers to attend 
and learn what this versatile suite of tools can do for them.

Yes, the times they are a-changin’, and thanks to i-Tree, they are 
a-changin’ for the better. And this is something all urban forestry 
advocates can sing about.

For more information about i-Tree, see www.itreetools.org   
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As a kid growing up in Hawaii, my fascination with ficus began 
with climbing a huge one in my neighbor’s yard to build a tree 
house. Later, as a young trimmer starting out in the business and 
not knowing much about trees, I liked pruning the ficus because 
there was room for error, and the tree would always come back if it 
was over-pruned. Today, as an urban forester with an understand-
ing of the physiology and environmental benefits of trees, I have 
become even more impressed and amazed at the tenacity and 
resiliency of the ficus and its contribution to our environment.

Intro to Ficus
There are several species of ficus found throughout southern 
California, Hawaii, and other regions with sub-tropical climates. 
Probably the two most prevalent taxa are the Indian laurel fig 
(Ficus microcarpa) and its relative, Ficus microcarpa var. nitida. 
They both grow at a moderate rate and can reach a mature height 
of 60 feet, if allowed. They have a light gray trunk that supports 
a canopy that can spread to a width of 60 feet. When the foliage 
is pruned away from the lower section of the canopy, the branch-
ing structure can be quite attractive. Both have trunks that can 
eventually exceed a diameter of 36 inches and root masses that 
can easily fill a 20-foot-wide parkway. Both Ficus microcarpa and 
Ficus microcarpa var. nitida can thrive in drought conditions. One 
subtle difference between the two taxa is that the Indian laurel fig 
continuously produces new foliage with a light green color that, 

when combined with its older mature leaves, gives a two-tone 
look in the afternoon sunlight.

Although ficus in general is relatively pest free, it is subject to 
infestation by Cuban laurel thrips (Gynaikothrips ficorum) that 
cause new leaves to curl and drop. During the heyday of the 
pesticide era, the standard treatment for thrips was to spray with 
Malathion—and still, in spite of this treatment, the ficus managed 
to thrive.

During the building boom of the 1940s and 50s, thousands of ficus 
trees were planted throughout Southern California. Cities planted 
them anywhere there was a parkway at least three feet wide. 
Southern California residential neighborhoods soon began to 
enjoy the thick canopies that provided shade in the summer and 
sanctuary for urban wildlife. Although not as obvious, residents 
were also benefiting from the tremendous capability of ficus to 
trap pollutants.

Managing the Ficus
Because ficus is exceptionally fast growing, pruning techniques 
in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s involved removing as much as 95% 
of the foliage from the canopy. This was a way of extending the 
pruning cycles. Fortunately, ficus can be pruned any time of the 
year, to virtually any size or shape desired, and will still continue 
to grow. This can be witnessed in business districts throughout 
Southern California, and it’s actually considered a desirable trait, 
since crews will prune ficus annually in an effort to maintain store-
front sign clearance. I have surmised that many business owners 
prefer to have just the trunk of a tree in front of their stores, since 
they usually hack them to a height of around ten feet, leaving just 
the trunk. Perhaps they need the trunk to attach signs to, or for 
bicyclists to lock their bikes to.

As arborists became enlightened and pruning standards improved, 
the pattern changed to raising the canopy for traffic clearance, 
thinning the canopy by 30 to 40%, and controlling the height of 
the canopy by pruning the shoot growth. Although these proce-
dures may not meet the approval of purists in our industry, they 
were born out of a compromise to preserve ficus, control its size, 
and maintain its aesthetic value.

As ficus stands that were planted in the 1940s and 50s began to 
mature in the 1960s and 70s, public works departments began to 
discover the impact of wide-spreading root systems on infrastruc-
ture. In fact, when planted in the wrong place, ficus roots require 
routine monitoring because surface roots will readily displace 
anything that gets in the way. However, in spite of that feature, 
residents had become attached to their mature street trees and 
widespread removal was not an option.

The alternative to removal was to control root growth and canopy 
size. Like the archaic pruning treatments applied to their canopies, 
ficus roots were subjected to the same level of abuse in many 

The Ficus Tree
Misunderstood and Under-appreciated, but a True Champion
Story and photos by Walt Warriner, Community Forester, Santa Monica, California

Would you pay $9,800 to keep these ficus trees on your 
street? The residents of Yale Street in Santa Monica did.
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cities. Hardscape repair 
procedures involved just 
about every kind of root 
maltreatment imaginable. 
Yet in spite of the abuse 
they were subjected to, the 
ficus trees still managed 
to flourish and retain their 
lush green canopies and 
amazing surface roots.

Cities like Santa Monica 
that have stands of ficus 
trees originally planted 
in narrow parkways have 
begun to include innovative 
hardscape maintenance 
methods and preventive 
root pruning as part of the 
cost of tree maintenance. 
Ficus trees can actually be 

cared for like giant potted plants. As industry standards for root 
care improve, the opportunities to retain those large ficus trees 
increase. As experience with ficus is gained, it has become appar-
ent that the root system is one of its most impressive attributes.

The City of Santa Barbara prunes ficus roots on a ten-year cycle. 
What Santa Barbara arborists discovered on those routinely root-
pruned trees was the development of a secondary set of roots at 
a depth of around 18 inches, just out of range of root pruners. This 
ability to tolerate root pruning also puts ficus at a real advantage 
when it comes to transplanting.

When Culver City, California decided to eliminate several mature 
ficus from their streets, Disney paid to have the trees boxed, 
stored for over a year in a vacant lot behind Arrowhead Pond, and 
then planted in Downtown Disney. Those trees thrive today.

In 1998 I was approached by Santa Monica’s transportation divi-
sion to remove 29 mature ficus trees for a parking lot renovation 
project. Coincidentally, the management at Santa Monica Airport 
inquired about planting trees near the end of the runway to help 
offset jet wash from air traffic. The 29 ficus were successfully 
relocated to the airport grounds, where they all thrive today. Since 
then, I have relocated hundreds of ficus trees in Santa Monica and 
have observed a 100% long-term success rate.

Most Southern California Arborists have heard tales of, laughed 
at, or cursed the ficus, and when considering routine pruning and 
hardscape maintenance costs, many would say that the ficus can 
be an expensive tree to maintain. But in the Yale Street neighbor-
hood of Santa Monica the removal of ficus trees is fighting words. 
When Santa Monica’s engineering division announced that their 
street and sidewalk repair program would result in the loss of 29 
out of the neighborhood’s 82 ficus trees, the residents revolted. 
They quickly organized a neighborhood committee to work with 
City staff to come up with a design alternative. They successfully 
formed their own assessment district, with each property owner 
paying $9,800 per parcel to have their parkways doubled in size 

The merchant’s favorite ficus 
species, Ficus hackenslashsii
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to make room for their beloved ficus trees. Now that’s neighbor-
hood activism!

Environmental Benefits of Ficus
As community forester for the City of Santa Monica, I have been the 
guardian of over 3,500 ficus trees. Yet in 2001, right about the time 
I was planning to give up on retaining any ficus in Santa Monica’s 
community forest, I worked on a project with Greg McPherson at 
the Center for Urban Forest Research that would prove the ficus is 
worth every penny spent on maintenance.

The project was a benefit-cost analysis of Santa Monica’s forest 
to determine if the benefits the City’s trees provide outweigh the 
cost to maintain them. The report quantified air pollutant uptake, 
energy cost offsets, reductions in storm water runoff, atmospheric 
carbon dioxide reductions, and increases in property values. The 
study also took into account all the costs to maintain city trees, 
including hardscape repairs, sewer line repairs, street sweeping, 
fuel, labor, administration, and of course, pruning.

The results of the study revealed that the benefits obtained from 
Santa Monica’s forest exceed management costs by over 50%. 
In other words, for every $1.00 spent on tree care, the residents 
receive $1.62 in benefits. As part of that study, the City’s trees were 
ranked to determine which trees provided the most benefits. The 
criteria were based on the total leaf mass and the growth rate of 
the tree. According to the study, the top three trees are the cedar 
(Cedrus deodara), the ficus, and the Canary Island pine (Pinus 
canariensis). Given that the ficus is the second most prevalent tree 

in Santa Monica’s tree inventory, this makes it a valuable resource. 
Now, whenever I point that out to a resident complaining about 
their ficus, they at least have a different level of respect for the 
tree as a species.

The ability of ficus to callus over quickly and the rapid re-growth 
of its canopy—even when a large lateral is lost when competing 
with a truck—are impressive traits. Its thick canopy has a tremen-
dous capability for trapping pollutants. As one of my colleagues 
related to me once about the ficus, “I’ve observed black plumes 
of exhaust from buses enter, but not exit, the canopy of a ficus.” 
Indeed, soot-covered tree trimmers look like they are exiting a coal 
mine rather than a ficus tree.

A True Champion
Wherever it’s planted, or whatever is done to a ficus, it will thrive. 
I challenge any past SMA “Tree of the Year” champions to try to 
compete with that. As a kid it was my favorite tree to climb, as a 
trimmer I found it easy to prune, and as an urban forester I have 
come to appreciate its environmental qualities. Giving credit 
where it’s due, we should salute this tree for being as hardy and 
as beneficial as it is, and in the “Tree of the Year” competition, it 
truly should be recognized as a champion!   

Walter Warriner, Community Forester

City of Santa Monica • (310) 458-8974

Walter.Warriner@smgov.net

The amazing surface roots of ficus


